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▪ Part-Time MBA Competitive Landscape

▪ Building Consensus for Change

▪ Implementation

▪ Marketing & Recruitment Strategy

▪ Execution & Soliciting Feedback

▪ Brand v 2.0: The Next Phase

AGENDA



Hyper-Competitive MBA Marketplace
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Status Quo 

Is NOT an Option



▪ Recapture lost market with investment in Hybrid Part-Time MBA (grew 
enrollment back to 2012 levels)

▪ Reduce units to graduate

▪ Reduce number of core courses

Our Response in 2016:



▪ Our competitive advantage: location (Orange County) and ranking were no 
longer a sufficient value proposition

▪ Our MBA continued to lose market share, despite our actions

▪ Decline in demand for MBA viewed as permanent

▪ General high-quality MBA no longer viable

Competitive Advantage Erosion



• Definition: powerful driver for strategic change, based on crisis

• For people to adopt change, they must feel it is critical

• Term criticized recently for using fear as a tactic

The Burning Platform



Two higher-ranked competitors 
(USC and UCLA) are at the top of 
our market in rankings – cannot 
compete on same terms 
(endowment and alumni)

Online MBA continues to threaten 
PMBA market
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Two Primary Reasons for the Burning Platform



Building the Case for Change

Fall 2016



The Case for Differentiation

We needed a sustainable and 
distinctive strategy

Must have a compelling value 
proposition

Nimble size, faculty flexibility, 
and strong motivation; lack the 

encumbrances of our larger 
competitors to execute

Our competitors do not have 
motivation to launch a 
compelling initiative.

The faculty understood the 
need for change, but they did 

not feel the pressure of the 
burning platform

Two senior faculty members, Margarethe Wiersema (Strategy) and Vijay Gurbaxani 
(Information Systems), developed a proposal to differentiate the school.



Risks Identified for Differentiation

Messaging Confusion Need for consistency 
across all areas

Website re-vamp and 
marketing leadership 

critical

Complete adoption 
critical

Is there sustainable 
market demand?



▪ Business success depends on how economic forces and 
technology impact a company’s competitive position

▪ Merging of data, distribution, and content is undermining the 
basis value for creation (Netflix and Google examples)

▪ Managers need to anticipate technology disruption, and 
learn to leverage it, to create competitive advantage

▪ Managing in a digital world requires the ability to re-think 
their approach to go to market

Competitive Strategy Overview





Vijay Gurbaxani on Impact of Digital 
Technology



Development & 
Implementation 
First Six Months



Oct. 2016

Nov. 2016

Master’s Program Committee approved proposal.

Dec. 2016

Academic area meeting approved proposal. All 
faculty meeting approved (only 4 dissent votes.)

Jan. 2017

Strategy communicated to staff and faculty, goal 
to implement: Fall 2017.

Apr. 2017

Tagline research and approval.

T I M E L I N E

In a committee meeting, two faculty members 
develop the differentiation proposal and provide 
an analysis of the competitive landscape that 
presented the burning platform



▪ Area coordinators responsible for curricular changes to every 
core course – some worked hard, others didn’t

▪ No incentives offered to faculty

▪ Each area was challenged to come up with new electives

▪ No one was “in charge” of the entire implementation effort

▪ Delegation to program office staff but no coordination with 
external relations

▪ Hired the wrong marketing agency, website re-vamp delayed 

▪ Some faculty needed training

Challenges Faced in the Roll-Out



Small and 
nimble faculty 

could work 
quickly to 

adapt

Orange County 
is metropolitan, 
hub of the “tech 

coast”

Osmosis from new MS 
in Business Analytics 

went into other 
programs (electives, 
industry consulting 

projects)

The MBA Program offices 
empowered to lead and 

create their own 
marketing/messaging

PMBA students 
could 

understand and 
relate to the 

strategy

Merage 
faculty doing 
research in 

this area

What Worked in the Implementation Phase



Margarethe Wiersema on Curricular 
Changes



Org & Management Area Template

Program FTMBA FEMBA EMBA
Instructor Maritza Sharon Jone

syllabus reflects digital initiatve Yes Yes Yes

Course delivery that uses available technology

Use the new brand ppt template Yes No--Hybrid created with old 
template

No

Embed videos within ppt Yes Yes Yes

Have 1 or more videos (of you teaching) online Yes Yes Yes

Use Canvas for syllabus Yes Yes Used Canvas

Use online discussion board Yes Yes No

Post slides digitally before or after class Yes Yes Yes

Post examples, articles, relevant content online Yes No Yes

Use Canvas to turn in papers Yes Yes Used Canvas

Content changes that involve digital tech

Use a case that involves digital tech Yes- SAS institute, KANA, Roizen Yes--SAS Institute, Google, Heidi 
Roizen, NASA

Yes -- I created my own from 
academic articles on the 
Hyperloop company. It is too new 
(and inaccessable for a HBS case).

Use examples that involve digital tech Yes, e.g., throughout the class Yes--e.g., how Uber motivates 
drivers, Google's culture

Yes -- throughout the class.

Use exercises that involve digital tech Yes, e.g., HBS Change 
Management Simulation, 

Yes--I use the HBS Change 
Management Simulation and two 
original interactive simulations 
(made with Heidi, the instructional 
designer) about motivation and 
social networks

No -- just cases and our own 
experiences.

Have a guest speaker who will address tech and 
management

Will try... No No

Project analyzing real organization related to 
digital world

Yes Yes--I encourage students to 
complete their final project on 
change related to the digitally-
driven world

Yes, although a focus on "digital 
world" is not a requirement (they 
need to use the organizations 
available to them).



• How is digitization affecting strategic 
decisions of Siemens Healthcare in Brazil?

• How should Zara adjust its value chain 
given the changes to retail and the fashion 
industry?

• What are the capabilities that are going to 
provide long term competitive advantage 
in the automotive industry?

• What should Walt Disney’s next strategic 
move be?  How should it compete against 
Netflix?  Comcast?  Apple?

• How does Valve’s flat hierarchy affect 
growth and innovation?  Should and how 
can big companies adopt these structures 
and practices?

Strategy Course Pitch



Professor John Turner (Ops)

Model to allow managers to better plan 
their online campaigns to optimize 
coverage and revenue (Operations 
Research, 2018)

Professor Ming Leung (O&M)

How technology is reshaping how firms 
hire and promote.  Studies platform 
markets, such as virtual freelancing 
(UpWork), mobile gig-economy work 
(Wonolo), and crowdfunding (Prosper) 

Professor Tingting Nian (IS)

Activities which enhance the reputation 
of users in online communities 
(Management Science 2018)

Professor John Joseph (Strategy)

Innovation and entry order strategies in 
high tech companies.  (HBR, 2016)

Developing an information processing 
framework of business model innovation.

Faculty Research



Tagline & RFP Process

Taglines Proposed and Marketing Agency RFP

▪ Leadership for a Digitally Driven World

▪ Inspiring Leaders for a Digitally Driven World

▪ Redefining Leaders for a Digitally Driven World

▪ Reinventing Leadership for a Digitally Driven World

Business Experience Leadership Inspiring Redefining Reinventing

0-5 years 6.48 6.85 5.83 5.44

6-15 years 7.2 7 4.96 4.59

16+ Years 7.74 6.59 6.3 5.96



Implementation
First Year: Assessment and Revision



Fall 2017

Core curriculum re-vamp roll out

May 2018

Website re-launch

Fall 2018

New digital electives added to schedule

T I M E L I N E



Agency Ad



Feedback from PMBA Students
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Feedback from PMBA Students

How Well Did Each Core Course Integrate our Digital Focus?



Media Entertainment and Digital Disruption

▪ Inter-disciplinary and provides understanding of path to monetization in 
media entertainment.

▪ Impact of digital disruption on industries including gaming, music, 
publishing, and the film industry. 

Networks, Platforms, and Ecosystems in Business Strategy

▪ Rigorous, economics-based and real-world-grounded

▪ Understand the development of networking effects theory and standards 
competition, platform economics, ecosystems management, and regulatory 
impacts.

Global Forces and Business Transformation

▪ Learn strategic frameworks and tools to identify risks and opportunities 
associated with transformational business and technology catalysts

▪ Apply frameworks to evaluate business implications from perspectives of 
incumbents and insurgents

▪ Develop experience and put ideas into actions through simulation exercises

New FEMBA Coursework @ Merage



Evangelizing the 
Strategy
Engaging with Influencers



MBA Specialization in Digital Transformation

• Sample Electives

• Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

• Networks, Platforms & Ecosystems

• Media & Entertainment Digital Disruption

• Machine Learning in FinTech

• Predictive Analytics

Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is the reinvention of businesses to reflect the digital world we work and live in.
Prepare to lead your organization to success in the digital economy.



Poets & Quants’ John Byrne Visit

https://vimeo.com/317540458/61d6b9dedd


Recruitment & 
Marketing Strategy



Recruitment Challenges

▪ How to explain leadership for a digitally driven world

▪ Reassure candidates that we are not just a “tech school”

▪ Who is our target student? Analyst from Amazon or accountant from healthcare?

▪ No success stories to launch the brand

▪ No one in charge with implementation - program recruitment staff led the execution

The Park House concept proposes combining 
shipping containers with unused parking 

structures to create apartments



Recruitment Success

▪ Recruitment staff became “experts” in digital 
transformation

▪ Storytelling became a huge part of selling the new brand

▪ Senior faculty spoke at our flagship recruitment events
▪ Some students were impacted immediately by the presentations

▪ We received application essays, including videos, about 
digital transformation

▪ Candidate interview questions: is your company ready 
for digital transformation?



PMBA Student Feedback About Brand

Admissions:

Direct comments from students:
• UCI's FEMBA program, oriented toward digital transformation, is a great fit for my background
• I looked for schools with digital and healthcare related courses. I also googled UC schools because of their prestige.
• I liked the perspective and focus on Digitization. I attended MBA preview day as well.
• I wanted to join a reputable MBA program in California that continues to focus on and invest in technology innovation
• Didn’t interact with too much marketing. Focus on digital is good messaging.
• The Merage School, influenced by digital transformation of the world, inspires me to join their program and be ahead of the industry.
• I really like how the digital focus is not only how you talk the talk, but also walk the walk. 

Digital Strategy Focus Strong Influence on 
applying

Aware, no Influence on 
applying

Not Aware

Entering Fall 2017 40% 27% 33%

Entering Fall 2019 76% 12% 12%

Entering Fall 2019 class: #3 reason students decided to ACCEPT our offer of admission: focus on leadership for a
digitally driven world (above rankings, class schedule, and scholarships!)



PMBA Student Feedback About Brand



• Evangelize our unique location more
• Bring in corporate partner boards and speakers from impacted industries
• Develop corporate recruiter strategy
• Continue to hire and develop young and adaptable staff
• Keep evolving and changing: Our competitors will catch up
• PwC and AACSB formed a global initiative: Management Curriculum for Digital Era (Stevens. Wharton, UCI, and 50+ schools involved)
• “We are no longer in the driver seat and need to keep up with industry. Our students will learn more on-the-job at Amazon and 

Google.” – Vijay Gurbaxani

Leadership for a Digitally 
Driven World: 

2.02.0





Questions?
Thank You!



Changes Customer Expectations



Full-Time MBA: 

▪ Mis-match in Expectations

▪ Electives built out in FEMBA but not FTMBA

▪ Concept has been better than execution

▪ Co-curricular not in alignment

Specialized Master’s Programs

▪ Integrated already into the curriculum for Business Analytics

▪ Relatable on an entry-level career focus

▪ The career outcome side is key, and we have not seen results 
yet

Feedback from other MBA/MS Programs



Evolving In The Digital Age

“You suddenly have 
an opportunity for 
space where it didn't 
exist.”

The Park House concept proposes combining 
shipping containers with unused parking structures 

to create apartments



▪ Software investment now higher than tech 
equipment

▪ Productivity and economic growth 
increasingly comes from software 
(Microsoft “Azure”)

▪ Software harder to “get right” but soon off-
the-shelf solutions available

▪ Will tech-pessisim disillusionment with IoT 
hinder investment and innovation?

WSJ and Economist Reporting Regularly on 
Transformation

WSJ Journal: Economy Boom, Thank Software
Economist: IoT will bring Internet Model to World

https://www.wsj.com/articles/if-the-economy-booms-thank-software-11559140991
https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2019/09/12/the-internet-of-things-will-bring-the-internets-business-model-into-the-rest-of-the-world

